
Pelco’s panoramic IP cameras cover 
wide spaces to detect the activity of 
people, vehicle and even wildlife. Our 
�xed single and multi-sensor �sheye
cameras give you superior situational
awareness, as if you were immersed
in the scene.

FIXED VIDEO AND 
PHYSICAL SECURITY 
PANORAMIC IP CAMERAS

A PERFECT PANORAMIC 
EXPERIENCE

OPTERA ® 

180° 270° 360°
FISHEYE 8 MP / 12MP

SURFACE MOUNT 

FISHEYE 8 MP / 12MP
IN-CEILING MOUNT 

BROCHURE MORE POWERFUL. MORE PELCO.



MULTI-SENSOR CAMERAS
The Optera 180º, 270º and 360º camera series 
offers a seamless panoramic viewing 
experience, as well as intuitive immersive 
views that are almost as being in the middle 
of the scene itself. The panomersive Optera 
experience offers completely uni�ed, perfect 
and combined panoramic views, without the 
disruption and distraction of disjointed sensor 
boundaries, a viewing experience that 
competitive offerings simply cannot equate.

Optera® camera series has an unmatched 
ability to capture and locate video of interest 
that can help operators make important 
decisions that improve security. 

With a 12MP resolution and electronic pan, tilt 
and zoom functions across the entire panorama 
for the highest quality and smoothest possible 
image detail, Optera optimizes forensic and live 
scenes analysis, in a completely new level to 
security professionals nowadays. 

FISHEYE CAMERAS
Obtain panoramic views from a single vantage 
point free from any blind spots.

The Pelco Fisheye Camera features built-in 
AI-powered Pelco Smart Analytics which detect 
critical events and help increase security teams’ 
productivity by expediting real-time responses 
and forensic investigations.

This new panoramic camera is a cost-effective 
and easy-to-install solution that provides 360 
degree views of large areas from a single 
vantage point, bringing superior situational 
awareness free from any blind spots.

With a sleek, low-pro�le design the �sheye 
camera provides a discreet video security 
solution. Facilities such as schools, retailers, 
commercial buildings, casinos, hotels and 
airports or train platforms can also leverage the 
camera’s high-resolution video to observe daily 
activities and optimize operational ef�ciencies. 
The Pelco Fisheye Camera includes a 5-year, 
industry-leading warranty.

FOLHETO MAIS POTENTE. MAIS PELCO.

BUILT-IN ANALYTICS
Pelco Smart Analytics brings higher accuracy, 
detection and classi�cation of people and objects, 
allowing the security teams to detect critical 
events in a faster and more reliable way.

COST-EFFECTIVE 360 DEGREE 
COVERAGE WITH NO BLIND SPOTS
Provides 360 degree panoramic views of wide 
large areas from a single vantage point 
requiring fewer cameras for a complete 
situational awareness. Its built-in microphone 
offers an optative audio recording capacity for 
additional probationary details. 

EFFICIENT BANDWIDTH 
MANAGEMENT 
Reduces bandwidth and storage needs with 
Pelco Smart Compression technology without 
compromising image quality.

HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGES IN 
DIFFERENT LIGHTING CONDITIONS

Take advantage of clear and high-quality image 
details in scenes with very bright and dark areas 
with True Wide Dynamic Range (WDR). Adaptive 
IR technology* provides optimum brightness in 
lightless scenes.  

PELCO FISHEYE SERIES
The Fisheye series offers cost-effective 8 MP 
and 12 MP panoramic security solutions that 
allow optimized coverage in large spaces.  With 
True Wide Dynamic Range and a resolution up 
to 12MP, the images include great detail at a 
distance in dif�cult lighting conditions. 


